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Dear Fish and Wildlife Commissioners, 
  
I was extremely disappointed and frustrated by your discussion on the inequity of tag distribution for the late 
Metolius archery buck hunt at your most recent meeting.  At your March meeting, you seemed to understand and 
accept why the current inequity in tag distribution between public hunters and LOP recipients for that hunt is so 
distressing to many Oregon bowhunters and even seemed poised to try to implement limits immediately for the 
2017 hunting season until I let you off the horns of your dilemma by suggesting you take the issue through the 
big game public meeting process for implementation in 2018.  At your most recent meeting, it seemed that your 
understanding of the concerns of Oregon’s bowhunters had regressed and I really don’t understand the apparent 
reluctance to address a problem that is extremely important to many Oregon bowhunters and only stands to get 
much worse year by year. 
  
One of you (Commissioner Buckmaster, I believe) made a comment that the discussion about the inequity of the 
tag distribution for the late Metolius archery buck hunt between public bowhunters and LOP recipients involved 
“social considerations” rather than science-based issues as if that was some kind of reason to avoid addressing 
bowhunters’ concerns.  The fact of the matter is that the LOP program from its very inception and continuing to 
today is almost entirely the result of “social considerations”.  Except for the limits placed on LOP tags when the 
Mule Deer population in a unit falls below management objectives (MOs) resulting from a 2013 LOP review 
process, there has never been a single aspect of the LOP program that has even remotely been science-based 
and your March action to adopt the three-tiered LOP tag program without also addressing LOP tags in the few 
unlimited “special opportunity hunts” diminished even that minimal science-based consideration.   
  
The LOP program was originally established to allow “Mom and Pop” landowners an opportunity to hunt on their 
own property after ODFW moved from general hunting seasons to controlled hunts for hunting Mule Deer (and, 
later, elk) in central and eastern Oregon.  At that time, it could logically be argued that “Mom and Pop” 
landowners should have something of a “vested right” to hunt on their own property as they had been able to do 
previously during the general seasons when they weren’t able to draw a controlled hunt tag.  Even though most 
hunters would probably consider providing “Mom and Pop” landowners that opportunity to be the morally right 
thing for ODFW to do, there was nothing science-based about establishing the LOP program – doing so was 
entirely a “social consideration” for “Mom and Pop” landowners.  Likewise, the several landowner efforts over the 
subsequent years that have resulted in a substantial liberalizing of the LOP program far beyond the initial “Mom 
and Pop” consideration have also been entirely about landowners’ “social considerations” and have been in no 
way science-based.  I don’t understand why it should only now somehow be distasteful for the Commission to 
evaluate “social considerations” as related to bowhunters’ strong concerns about the obvious inequity of tag 
distribution for the late Metolius archery buck hunt when the entire LOP program as it exists today has been built 
on nothing but landowners’ “social considerations”. 
  
As your ODFW staff stated in their report, it required 18 preference points for a public hunter to have any 
significant assurance of drawing a tag for the 2017 late Metolius archery buck hunt and even with 18 points it 
was far from a sure thing.  Since there are currently over 100 Oregon bowhunters who apply for each public tag 
offered for that hunt, the number of preference points required to assure drawing a tag has grown substantially 
over the past several years and will clearly continue to grow as time goes by.  For 2017, for example, there were 
about three (3) times as many applicants for the late Metolius archery buck hunt with 18 points who did not 
receive tags as those who did.  If all of those unsuccessful applicants continue to apply for the same tag in 
coming years, it will require 19 points for a 2018 tag, 20 points for a 2019 tag and probably 21 points for a 2020 
tag just to exhaust the unsuccessful 2017 applicants who had 18 points.  This kind of “preference point creep” 
will continue until a steady state eventually occurs as long-term, but unsuccessful applicants die off or simply 
give up without ever drawing a tag for the hunt.  The increasing difficulty of drawing a tag for what is already 
essentially a “once in a lifetime” hunting opportunity for the substantial majority of Oregon bowhunters applying 
for the hunt is occurring at the same time that a very small number of landowners, perhaps as few as 15 or so, 
apply for and receive MULTIPLE LOP tags each and every year.  As time goes by and it takes ever longer for 
public hunters to draw a tag, failure to address the inequity in the tag distribution between public hunters and 
LOP recipients for the late Metolius archery buck hunt will only increase the rancor that many bowhunters 
already feel toward ODFW and LOP landowners over the current situation. 
  
As mentioned previously, there was an understandable rationale that most hunters could accept to support the 
original LOP program for “Mom and Pop” landowners.  Although I believe that hunters’ acceptance of the LOP 



program has probably been diminished over the years as the program has been liberalized time and again as a 
result of the “social considerations” promoted by landowners, I think there is still a reasonable level of 
acceptance for the current LOP program as it applies to the controlled hunts that replaced the old general 
seasons.  However, the situation is entirely different with respect to the “special opportunity hunts”, like the late 
Metolius archery buck hunt, and Director Melcher should not have lumped all hunting opportunities in the 
Metolius unit into a single consideration as he did during his comments.  The fact is that every LOP landowner in 
the Metolius unit has exactly the same opportunity as general public hunters have to draw a controlled rifle tag or 
to hunt during the general archery season PLUS their opportunity to apply for LOP tags for either the firearms 
season or the “special opportunity hunts”.  To imply, even inadvertently or by omission, that “special opportunity 
hunt” LOP tags are the LOP landowners only hunting opportunity as justification for them to continue to be able 
to “gang up” on obtaining LOP tags for the late Metolius archery buck hunt is simply inappropriate! 
  
It is important to understand that the “special opportunity hunts” were NEVER general season hunts and that 
landowners, even including “Mom and Pop”, cannot legitimately claim any “vested right” to tags for such hunts 
based on pre-existing circumstances like they could for the controlled hunts that replaced the general seasons.  
Even so, I recognize the value of the habitat and nourishment some landowners provide for wildlife and I fully 
accept that those landowners deserve some level of consideration for LOP tags greater than the level offered 
public hunters.  As I testified at your meeting, I believe that the concept presented in your staff’s report that 
would allow a landowner with 160 acres and eligible to apply for two (2) LOP tags to draw a tag about every 3 
years on average would provide a very generous landowner opportunity advantage compared to public hunters 
while significantly reducing the tag distribution inequity that now exists for the late Metolius archery buck hunt.  
The huge inequity in the current tag distribution where a landowner with 160 acres in the Metolius unit will soon 
be eligible for 40 or more LOP tags during the same period of time that a public hunter can expect to receive a 
single tag needs to be addressed sooner rather than later.  If a 40:1 advantage in the tag distribution in favor of 
LOP landowners isn’t a “social consideration” worthy of evaluation, I don’t understand what it will take for the 
Commission to address the situation. 
  
Finally, I think it might be instructive to consider a little of the history of public tags for the late Metolius archery 
buck hunt.  The hunt was first established (as a controlled hunt from its initiation) in 1995 with a total of 125 
public tags offered.  The next year the number of public tags was reduced to 40 tags and the number of public 
tags continued to be reduced as time passed.  By 2001, if not earlier, the number of public tags offered had been 
reduced to 26 tags and, by at least 2008, the number had been further reduced to 20 tags where it has stayed 
more or less consistently since.  The bottom line is that there has been an 84-percent reduction in the number 
of public tags typically offered for the late Metolius archery buck hunt since the hunt was initiated in 1995!  What 
has been the commensurate reduction in LOP tags for the hunt during that same time period?  Zip!  Zilch!  
None!  Nada!!  There has been NO REDUCTION WHATSOEVER in eligibility for LOP tags for the late Metolius 
archery buck hunt during the same time period when public tags were reduced by 84 percent!!  Again, if this 
“social consideration” isn’t worthy of the Commission’s evaluation, I don’t know what it would take!  
Coincidentally, it is interesting to note that the practical limit of 5 LOP tags discussed in the ODFW staff’s report 
would be approximately an 84-percent reduction from the 31 current LOP tag applications for the late Metolius 
archery buck hunt – almost exactly the same reduction level that public hunters have had for that hunt for at 
least the last decade! 
  
The structure of your meetings, in particular the 3-minute time limit on public testimony, makes it extremely 
difficult to effectively present compelling information on complicated issues, like the distribution of tags for the 
late Metolius archery buck hunt, if you aren’t otherwise already fully informed on an issue.  I hope you will 
consider the information in this letter (which I could never effectively cover in only 3 minutes of testimony), do 
your own “homework” on the tag distribution issue if needed and eventually take some action that addresses the 
current huge inequity in the tag distribution for the late Metolius archery buck hunt in a meaningful way. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
  
Craig Starr 
 


